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In the veterinary industry, maintaining a top-
notch patient experience is important. Making 
sure each patient receives prompt and valuable 
service for his or her animal is every veterinarian’s 
priority. The patient experience starts with the 
phone; your receptionists are responsible for 
the patient’s first impression of your hospital 
and, more importantly, determine if the caller 
will choose your hospital to treat his or her 
animal. 

Here is some perspective on just how much this 
first impression can affect the revenue line at 
your hospital. Call Box data shows: 

Out of all the calls a veterinary 
hospital receives each month, 38% 
are appointment opportunities.

•

Yet only 50% of these opportunity calls 
convert to booked appointments.

•

Furthermore, at the practice-level, practice 
managers and owners struggle to hold 
staff accountable to booking appointments 
and executing on key phone skills. They’re 
aware the phones are constantly ringing 
and that many calls go unanswered, yet are 
unsure how to fill the holes in their phone 
processes. At the executive-level – in an 
effort to continue growth – corporate vice 
presidents and regional managers want to 
capture every opportunity over the phone 
and are tired of a lack of visibility into 
individual office and staff member phone 
performance. 

Call Box gives veterinary hospitals full insight 
into what’s happening on the phone. 

We tell you how every call was handled, 
alert you when a call was mishandled, and 
actively work to help improve the patient 
experience. 

IMPORTANT
IS THE PHONE?

JUST HOW
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PHONE COSTING YOU?
WHAT IS THE

$34,496
PER MONTH

VETERINARY HOSPITALS THAT DO NOTHING TO IMPROVE THEIR BOOKING
RATE COULD BE COSTING THEMSELVES

OFFICES RECEIVE 1,780 
AVERAGE CALLS/MONTH.

38% OF CALLS ARE LEGITIMATE 
APPOINTMENT OPPORTUNITIES

38%

AVERAGE APPOINTMENT IS 
WORTH ABOUT $3001

$300
PER APPT

1,780
CALLS/MO

60%
AVERAGE BOOKING RATE

77%
CALL BOX BOOKING RATE

= $121,752/MONTH = $156,248/MONTH

17% higher booking 
rate than average!

1Pet Ownership Costs Guide for 2018, The Simple Dollar, December 2017



There is a minimum phone performance commitment needed for a veterinary hospital to maintain 
an excellent reputation and enhance patient satisfaction. Without easily accessible and detailed 
insight into what’s happening on phone calls, a hospital’s performance suffers. This is where Call Box 
comes in.

Call Box works with veterinary stakeholders who want to amplify the patient experience and 
stop losing business due to poor phone skills. We track and record every inbound and outbound 
call at your hospital, and provide insight into booking opportunities that occur both on the phone 
and in your Practice Management System.

OWN THE PHONE WITH CRISP.

CRISP is Call Box’s methodology to help veterinary hospitals improve the patient experience. The 
simple, yet actionable acronym includes the essential elements for a successful phone regimen:

CONNECT

Ensure every caller is connected to someone who can help. Connecting calls isn’t synonymous 
with answering calls. If a caller speaks with someone and then is sent to voicemail – or is left 
on hold – neither would qualify as a connected call.

REQUEST/INVITE

Build rapport in a sympathetic manner. After the caller is comfortable, request the appointment 
and set expectations for the visit. This is the most crucial part of the call; we’ve found that when 
the agent invites the patient in, the patient commits nine times out of ten.

Reduce no-shows by offering a specific date and time for the appointment and confirm with 
a reminder. 

Follow up by calling patients who didn’t connect, especially missed appointment opportunities. 
It’s also good practice to check in after a procedure.

SCHEDULE

PURSUE

C

R/I

S

P

GETS MANAGED
WHAT GETS MEASURED

We’ll ensure your hospital puts its best foot forward by having your staff be CRISP on every call.
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It costs $300 to make the phone ring. The 
average veterinary patient has a value of 
$1,500 over a period of three years.2 Since 
your patients are calling more than any 
other form of communication to schedule 
appointments, capitalize on every call 
with third-party call analysis. It’s worth it to 
both your patients and your hospital’s future 
to do so.
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UNIQUE
OUR

STRATEGY

Call Box places unique phone numbers on 
your marketing sources to record calls coming 
in and out of your hospital. Our trained, 
human reviewers listen to and review every 
single patient call. This data gives managers 
full insight into how staff is performing on the 
phone and identifies when patients are having 
a poor phone experience. The best part about 
tracking your calls with Call Box? The ease of 
implementation. Our cloud-based solution 
doesn’t require any hardware installation or 
additional financial resources. 

$300
TO MAKE

PHONE RING

$1,500
PATIENT WORTH
OVER 3 YEARS

BUT!

2Is Your Veterinary Business Spending Too Much to Get Clients?, Veterinary Business Matters, Dr. Mike Pownall, November 2016



What value has Call Box added to veterinary hospitals?

“Call Box is extremely helpful for training front desk staff, along with strengthening 
our marketing efforts.”

Marcy Ward
Practice Manager, Hudson Road Animal Hospital

Veterinary hospitals using Call Box have a 17% higher booking rate than veterinary 
hospitals not using Call Box. Introducing the Hawthorne Effect: from our experience 
working with veterinary hospitals, we’ve found that once staff is held accountable to 
requesting the appointment on every call, appointment volume magnifies immediately. 

But don’t just take it from us, take it from our users. 

MORE PATIENTS HELPED

With Call Box’s proactive, data-driven insight, Hudson Road Animal Hospital has benefitted 
from the added time put back into its day. The office staff was quickly able to make 
patients a priority, rather than having to worry about patients slipping through the cracks 
due to mediocre phone performance.

A DAILY TOOL FOR IMPROVEMENT

TAKE THEIRS
DON’T TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT –

Veterinary hospital staff don’t have to waste time sifting through dozens of call recordings. 
Call Box tees up the most important calls to managers and identifies where phone 
processes need improvement. Serving patients and growing your hospital is easy with Call 
Box’s help. 
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Reaching voicemail and never being connected are unfortunately common, daily occurrences for 
your patients. Call Box can give you insight into trends that are affecting your patient satisfaction at 
a glance.

IMPROVE PATIENT EXPERIENCE WITH INSIGHT INTO EVERY CALL

PHONE PERFORMANCE,
WHEN HOSPITALS FOCUS ON
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THEY BOOK MORE APPOINTMENTS

With a high turnover rate, it becomes difficult to maintain office staff trainings. Call Box will help you 
turn staff into confident phone experts who increase appointment volume and positively affect the 
patient experience.

HOLD STAFF ACCOUNTABLE TO EXEMPLARY PHONE PERFORMANCE

Reached voicemail, no message 12 (48%)
Left a voicemail message 8 (32%)
Hung up while on hold 4 (16%)

Reasons Not Connected

Declined to leave a live message 1 (4%)

STAFF ACTIVITY %# EXPORT

James Allen 79 43 | 36

Agent Appt. Opp (Total)

56

New Patient Opp | 
Existing Appt. Request (Total)

Appt. Request (New) | 
Appt. Request

(Existing)
Appt. Booked (Total)

Appt. Booked (New) | 
Appt. Booked

(Existing)

24 | 32 45 18 | 27

Sally Thomas 67 39 | 28 62 36 | 26 51 28 | 23

Chelsea Dalton 53 31 | 22 30 17 | 13 25 15 | 10



Insurance / Price 36 (56%)
Schedule / Calendar Availability 14 (22%)
Service not available / out of area 10 (16%)

Reasons Not Booked

64 Total Pursue Opportunities

Other / No Reason Given 4 (6%)

Call Box reporting depicts which times of the day a hospital receives its highest call volume. The 
result? Staff members gain a better opportunity to perform their best on the phone. Our trend-
based insight allows management to more strategically schedule staff hours, and helps individual 
staff members answer more patient calls. Additionally, it pinpoints when the most new patients are 
calling – typically these patients take longer on calls and have lots of questions – in order to staff 
more schedulers during these hours.

Back to CRISP. The more staff members request the appointment, the higher the chance that the 
patient will come in. Reasons Not Booked shows why appointments weren’t booked – one reason 
being “Did Not Request.” Requesting the appointment on every call is an easy yet powerful way to 
maximize the number of patients helped.

CAPTURE MORE APPOINTMENTS

HOURLY TOTALS

Total Not Connected
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Anytime our reviewers flag a call as an appointment opportunity – when it wasn’t booked – we’ll 
tee up an alert for a staff member or manager to call that patient back. The missed opportunity 
below was a new patient that wasn’t booked due to scheduling issues. We can easily have a team 
member listen to this call and call that patient back, fully equipped with personalized call details. 
Call Box will send you Missed Opportunity Alerts within a few hours, so you have a chance to get 
patients back whom you normally would never hear from again.
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Mandy Potts

CUSTOMER INFO OPEN IN CRMCustomer Data
Customer Number: 214-800-5678

Website 214-800-1234
New Patient, Appt opp, Appt requested, Not Booked - Calendar

Fri, Sep 13 - 12:03 PM

0:00 1:55

Call this new patient opportunity back!



The goal of Call Box is to help you stay laser-focused on the most critical phone metrics that affect 
patient experience. Here’s how we do it. 

TO BECOME CRISP ON EVERY CALL,
 visit www.callbox.com/veterinary or call us at 833-219-7311.
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CONTINUAL IMPROVEMENT 
CALL BOX:

FOR YOUR HOSPITAL

CONTINUOUS
FEEDBACK

Trend-based strengths 
and weaknesses tracked 
consistently. Culture and 
accountability takes hold.

INSIGHT
Every inbound and 

outbound call at a hospital 
is tracked and analyzed 
by human reviewers for 

overall performance.

ACTION
Data-driven opportunities identified for 

new processes and tangible improvements 
in the patient’s phone experience.
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CALL BOX WILL:

Serve as a cloud-based solution that 
requires no hardware installation.

Listen to and recap 100% of your 
inbound and outbound calls, not just 
a sampling.

Provide CRISP reporting with complete 
insight into what’s happening on the 
phone.

Pinpoint which marketing sources 
are converting to calls and booked 
appointments so you can help more 
patients.

Ensure calls are quickly reviewed and 
alert you when a potential missed 
opportunity needs your attention 
through customized email alerts.

Offer detailed phone performance 
reporting, broken down by individual 
staff member and location.
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http://www.callbox.com/veterinary

